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ABSTRACT

Aims To identify determinants of practice nurses’ intention to implement a new smoking
cessation intervention and to investigate the independent value of attitude and Rogers’
innovation characteristics.
Background While effective smoking cessation interventions exist, implementation is often
suboptimal. No previous studies have disentangled the independent value of beliefs towards
implementation and innovation characteristics in explaining implementation.
Methods In 2010, 56 of 91 general practice nurses who participated in an intervention
effectiveness trial completed an online questionnaire concerning demographics, patient
population characteristics, attitude, innovation characteristics, self-efficacy, perceived social
influence and intention to implement the intervention in the future. Recruitment success
during the trial was defined as the number of patients participating. To detect differences
between intending and non-intending practice nurses, independent sample T-tests and Chisquare tests were conducted. Correlation coefficients were calculated to identify associations
between potential determinants of intention. To identify significant determinants logistic
hierarchical regression analyses were conducted.
Results Innovation characteristics (OR 73.38; 95% CI 2.09-2580.61) and attitude (OR 38.37;
95% CI 1.23-1196.01) were both significantly associated with practice nurses’ intention to
implement. While recruitment success showed a significant positive association with intention
(OR 1.38; 95% CI 1.09-1.75), perceived patient support was only a significant determinant
when including innovation characteristics or attitude.
Conclusion To increase new interventions’ implementation rates, it is most important to
convince health professionals of its beneficial characteristics, to generate a positive attitude
towards the intervention, to aid practice nurses in recruiting smoking patients and to increase
perceived patient support.
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SUMMARY STATEMENT

What is already known about this topic
•

Effective nurse-led smoking cessation interventions have been developed.

•

The implementation of such interventions in practice is often suboptimal.

•

While previous implementation studies have tried to integrate the I-Change model
with Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovations theory, none have disentangled the independent
value of attitude and Rogers’s innovation characteristics in explaining implementation.

What this paper adds
•

Innovation characteristics were most strongly, positively associated with the intention
to implement.

•

While correlated with innovation characteristics, attitude appeared to show an
independent, positive association with intention as well.

•

Recruitment success and perceived patient support during a trial period were
positively associated with the intention to implement.

Implications for practice
•

Convincing health professionals of a new smoking cessation intervention’s beneficial
characteristics as well as generating a positive attitude towards the intervention might
be helpful in increasing implementation rates.

•

Additionally, helping practice nurses in successfully recruiting smoking patients and
increasing practice nurses’ perceived patient support might be associated with
increased rates of implementation.
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INTRODUCTION
Smoking is the most preventable cause of illness and premature death in the world
(USDHHS, 2004, WHO, 2008). Five million people are dying from tobacco use each year
(WHO, 2008), which stresses the importance of smoking cessation. Within the Dutch primary
care setting, smoking cessation counseling is most often provided by practice nurses
(Nederlands Huisartsen Genootschap and Landelijke Huisartsen Vereniging, 2011). In the
Netherlands, practice nurses have an intermediate level of vocational education, qualifying
them to provide the care for patients with chronic diseases such as diabetes, asthma or
hypertension, for whom smoking cessation is of extra importance, within the primary care
setting (Nederlands Huisartsen Genootschap and Landelijke Huisartsen Vereniging, 2011).
Previously, primary care professionals in general have been shown to be successful in
promoting smoking cessation among their patients (Lancaster et al., 2000, Stead et al., 2008)
and reasonable evidence exists that nurse-delivered smoking cessation interventions are
effective (Rice and Stead, 2008). The public health impact of these interventions, however, is
not only dependent on their effect, but also on their reach (Velicer and Prochaska, 1999, de
Vries and Brug, 1999, Glasgow et al., 1999), while the implementation of these programmes
is often suboptimal (Eccles et al., 2007, Glasgow et al., 2003, Stead et al., 2009). This results
in lower cessation rates than ideally possible. To obtain higher smoking cessation rates, it is
therefore important to study the cognitive factors associated with the implementation of
smoking cessation interventions in practice.

Background
In previous studies addressing the determinants of the implementation of health behaviour
change interventions, socio-cognitive theories such as the I-Change model (De Vries et al.,
2003) as well as the Diffusion of Innovations theory (Rogers, 1995) have been frequently
applied (Lee, 2004, Pronk et al., 2001, Rogers, 2002, van der Weide and Smits, 2004,
Helmink et al., 2011, Hoving et al., 2007, Puffer and Rashidian, 2004). According to the IChange model, implementation is determined by the intention to implement, which is
determined by three cognitive factors: attitude, social influence and self-efficacy (De Vries et
al., 2003). Previous studies indeed showed that health professionals’ clinical behaviour could
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be largely explained by their intention (Eccles et al., 2006), while a positive attitude, positive
social norms and a higher self-efficacy have previously been associated with the intention to
implement smoking cessation programmes in practice (Hoving et al., 2007, Puffer and
Rashidian, 2004, Helmink et al., 2011). These three motivational factors, in turn, are predicted
by several predisposing factors, such as practice nurses’ own smoking status and their
training in giving smoking cessation advice (Hall et al., 2005, Stead et al., 2009).
The Diffusion of Innovations theory (Rogers, 1995) suggests that the decision to
implement a new intervention is a process that occurs over time and consists of multiple
phases: knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation and confirmation (Rogers, 1995).
Health professionals first need to be aware of the intervention’s existence, then form a
favourable or unfavourable attitude towards the intervention, decide to adopt or reject the
intervention, start implementing it and ultimately seek reinforcement of the decision made.
Within this process, the attitude towards the intervention is assumed to be based on the
perception of five intervention characteristics (i.e. relative advantage, compatibility,
complexity, trialability and observability) (Rogers, 1995), which have previously been shown
to be related to the implementation of preventive interventions in general (Lee, 2004, Pronk et
al., 2001, Rogers, 2002) and smoking cessation interventions in particular (Segaar et al.,
2006, Segaar et al., 2007, Bolman et al., 2002).
Previous implementation studies have tried to integrate Rogers’ innovation
characteristics within the socio-cognitive concept of attitude (Bolman et al., 2002, Segaar et
al., 2007). In these studies, differences were found between cardiac nurses adhering and
non-adhering to a minimal-contact smoking cessation intervention regarding all innovation
characteristics (Segaar et al., 2007) and between cardiac nurses intending and non-intending
to continue using this intervention regarding the interventions’ perceived advantage and
complexity (Bolman et al., 2002). While both studies considered Rogers’ innovation
characteristics as part of the more general construct of attitude, previous studies of the
implementation of innovations in health care have considered attitude to be a characteristic of
the intervention’s user (i.e. the health professional) and Rogers’ concepts as characteristics of
the intervention(Fleuren et al., 2004, Helmink et al., 2011). Considering attitude and
innovation characteristics as two separate constructs, would lead to our hypothesis that both
7

are independently associated with the intention to implement and that including both
constructs separately into the same model explaining the intention to implement would lead to
more explained variance than including either of the two constructs alone. Yet, to our
knowledge, no studies have been conducted that disentangled the independent value of
attitude and Rogers’s innovation characteristics in explaining the implementation of smoking
cessation interventions in practice, while this would provide more specific targets for
developing intervention strategies aimed at increasing implementation rates and,
consequently, for increasing smoking cessation rates.

THE STUDY
Aims
This paper is a report of a study that aimed to identify determinants of Dutch practice nurses’
intention to implement a new smoking cessation intervention after an initial trial period and to
investigate the relative value of attitude and Rogers’s innovation characteristics, next to other
cognitive factors as derived from the I-Change Model, in explaining the intention to implement
this intervention in the general practice setting. The present study was part of the process
evaluation of a larger randomized controlled trial (RCT) testing the effectiveness of the
smoking cessation intervention PAS (Personal Advice in Stopping smoking) amongst a
sample of smokers recruited via practice nurses.

Design
A cross-sectional study was conducted.

Sample/participants
A sample size calculation was conducted to calculate the number of smokers required for the
RCT; this sample size calculation is described elsewhere (Smit et al., 2010). Based on this
power calculation, we aimed to include around 1200 smokers and at least 80 practice nurses.
In June and July 2010, all 91 Dutch general practice nurses who participated in the RCT were
invited by e-mail to fill out an online questionnaire about their experiences with PAS and their
8

intention to implement PAS in the future. PAS is a smoking cessation intervention consisting
of a web-based computer-tailored smoking cessation program, providing multiple tailored
feedback letters, and tailored counseling by a practice nurse. From May 2009 to June 2010,
these practice nurses offered PAS to their smoking patients, which resulted in a total of 414
smokers taking part in the trial. A more detailed description of the intervention and of the PAS
study design is provided elsewhere (Smit et al., 2010).

Data collection
The online questionnaire consisted of 61 questions and was based on previously developed
questionnaires that used the I-Change model (De Vries et al., 2003) and/or Rogers’s
Diffusion of Innovations theory (Rogers, 1995) as a theoretical framework for studying the
intention to implement a smoking cessation programme among general practice staff (Bolman
et al., 2002, Leitlein et al., 2011, Hoving et al., 2007).
Practice nurses´ smoking status (smoking/non-smoking) was assessed, as well as
whether they used smoking cessation guidelines before their participation in the trial (yes/no).
In addition, respondents were asked to describe their perception of their patient population in
terms of age (estimated majority young/neutral/old), smoking status (estimated majority
smoking/neutral/non-smoking), nationality (estimated majority Dutch/neutral/non-Dutch),
educational level (estimated majority low/neutral/high). Recruitment success was defined as
the total number of patients in each general practice who participated in the RCT, information
known by the research team.
Furthermore, the questionnaire included questions to assess practice nurses’ attitude,
Rogers’ innovation characteristics, social influence, self-efficacy and their intention to
implement PAS in the future. Unless stated otherwise, all items described in the following
were assessed on a five-point Likert scale (1=totally disagree; 5=totally agree).
Attitude towards the intervention was measured with three items, i.e. ‘PAS is an
effective smoking cessation intervention’, ´The Internet is a good medium to aid patients to
quit smoking´, ‘I think that, when combined with a web-based programme, one counselling
session with a practice nurse should be sufficient to aid smoking patients to quit’.
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Rogers’ innovation characteristics were assessed by four items, i.e. ´PAS is an
improvement compared with our previous smoking cessation activities´ (relative advantage),
´PAS fits within the current way of working in our general practices´ (compatibility), ´It was
complicated to use PAS in our general practice´ (complexity) and ´The use of PAS is
beneficial for the general practice’s reputation´ (observability). Before inclusion in the
subscale, the item on complexity was reversed. Trialability was not assessed as all
respondents already had a trialability opportunity when participating in the RCT.
Self-efficacy was measured with one item, i.e. ‘I found it difficult to conduct a
counselling session using the PAS counselling protocol’.
Social influence was measured with two items, assessing whether colleagues
stimulated the use of PAS and whether patients were supportive of its use.
The intention to implement PAS in the future was measured by one question:
‘Whenever PAS becomes nationally available, would you intend to use it in your general
practice?’ (1=definitely yes; 5=definitely not).

Ethical considerations
The study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Maastricht University and the
University Hospital Maastricht (MEC 08-3-037; NL22692.068.08), and is registered with the
Dutch Trial Register (NTR1351).

Data analysis
All analyses were conducted with SPSS version 17.0.
First, respondents were divided into two groups based on their intention to implement
the intervention: intenders (definitely yes, probably) and non-intenders (definitely no, probably
not, maybe). Independent sample T-tests and Chi-square tests were conducted to detect
differences between intenders and non-intenders with regard to demographics, patient
characteristics, recruitment success, attitude, perceived innovation characteristics, social
influence and self-efficacy.
Secondly, to identify associations between potential determinants of the intention to
implement Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated for pairs of continuous variables
10

and for pairs of a dichotomous and a continuous variable (Field, 2005). Spearman’s
correlations were calculated for pairs of an ordinal and a continuous/dichotomous variable
(Field, 2005).
Thirdly, hierarchical logistic regression analyses were conducted. We tested three
models: 1) a model with concepts from the I-Change model only; 2) a model with concepts
from the I-Change model, in which attitude was replaced by Rogers’ innovation
characteristics; 3) a model with concepts from the I-Change model, including attitude, and
Rogers’ innovation characteristics. Predisposing factors on both health professional and
patient level (i.e. health professionals’ smoking status, use of existing smoking cessation
guidelines, recruitment success, and the perceived age and educational level of the patient
population) were entered into each model first. As this first step was of exploratory nature, we
used a backward approach (Field, 2005), whereby variables were excluded from the model
based on the likelihood ratio statistic (LR). In the second step, attitude and/or Rogers’
innovation characteristics, self-efficacy and social influence were added into the model using
the Enter method.

Validity and reliability
The Cronbach’s alpha’s found for the three items measuring the construct of attitude and for
the four items measuring Roger’s innovation characteristics were .59 and .66, respectively.
While these Cronbach’s alpha’s might appear low, these are not extraordinary when
measuring psychological constructs with only few items (Field, 2005). For social influence no
reliable scale could be constructed; therefore, both measures were taken into account
separately in all analyses.

RESULTS
Sample characteristics
In total, 61 practice nurses filled out our questionnaire (67% response rate). Of these 61
practice nurses, 56 completed the question about their intention to implement the intervention
and were thus included in the data analysis. Twenty-one (37.5%) practice nurses could be
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categorized as intenders and 35 (62.5%) as non-intenders. A small minority of practice nurses
reported to currently smoke (6.5%), while most practice nurses reported to use existing
smoking cessation guidelines (91.4%). On average, practice nurses recruited seven smokers
for participation in the RCT (range 0-26).

Differences between intenders and non-intenders
Table 1 provides a detailed description of intending and non-intending practice nurses’
characteristics. T-tests and Chi-square test revealed that practice nurses intending to
implement reported a significantly higher percentage of younger patients within their patient
population. Moreover, they reported significantly less often to have used smoking cessation
guidelines than non-intending practice nurses. Those intending to use the PAS intervention if
it became nationally available had recruited more patients during the trial period (average of
10.4 patients) than had non-intenders (average of 4.5 patients). Furthermore, the attitude
towards PAS of intenders was significantly more positive and they valued the intervention
significantly higher with regard to Rogers’ characteristics. Furthermore, perceived patient
support and the level of self-efficacy were significantly higher among intenders than among
non-intenders.

Correlations between potential determinants of the intention to implement
The correlation matrix in table 2 shows the correlations between all measured determinants of
the intention to implement. The patient population’s age was negatively related to attitude,
while Rogers’ innovation characteristics and perceived patient support were both positively
related to attitude. Rogers’ innovation characteristics were also positively associated with selfefficacy and perceived patient support, while recruitment success showed a positive
association with perceived social influence from both colleagues and patients.

Determinants of the intention to implement
Two of the predisposing factors remained in the model: practice nurses’ use of smoking
cessation guidelines and recruitment success. Both were significantly associated with the
intention to implement the intervention (use of guidelines: OR 12.70; 95% CI 1.07-150.60;
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recruitment success: OR 1.22; 95% CI 1.07-1.40). Practice nurses who already used smoking
cessation guidelines and those who had recruited more patients were more likely to intend to
implement than practice nurses who did not yet use guidelines or who had recruited fewer
patients. These two factors were added into each second model tested.
In the model with predisposing factors and concepts from the I-Change model,
attitude was positively associated with the intention to implement, as was the perceived social
support from patients. In addition, the positive association between recruitment success and
intention to implement remained significant.
In the model with predisposing factors and concepts from the I-Change model, but
with attitude replaced by Rogers’ innovation characteristics, innovation characteristics showed
a significant positive association with the intention to implement. Again, the perceived social
support from patients was found to be positively associated with the intention to implement,
while the positive association between recruitment success and the intention to implement
again remained significant.
In the model with concepts from the I-Change model and Rogers’ innovation
characteristics, both attitude and innovation characteristics were found to be positively
associated with the intention to implement. While the positive association between
recruitment success and the intention to implement again remained significant, the
association between perceived social support from patients and the intention to implement
became non-significant. All three models are presented in table 3.

DISCUSSION
The present study is the first that disentangled the independent value of attitude and
innovation characteristics in explaining the intention to implement a new smoking cessation
intervention in the general practice setting after an initial trial period. It was suggested that,
even though Rogers’ innovation characteristics were more strongly associated with intention,
both constructs were of independent importance in explaining practice nurses’ intention to
implement. Furthermore, our findings indicate that recruitment success was positively
associated with the intention to implement the intervention. Another factor that seemed to
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determine practice nurses’ intention to implement was perceived social support from patients.
However, the positive association found became non-significant when both innovation
characteristics and attitude were taken into account.
Although causality could not be established within our cross-sectional study, findings
suggest that, to increase implementation rates, it is of foremost importance to convince health
professionals of a new intervention’s beneficial characteristics. Implementation rates might be
even further increased by generating a positive attitude towards the intervention. Within the
present study, practice nurses were informed about the new intervention by the research
team. The I-Change Model suggests that the source of the message is an important predictor
of attitude (De Vries et al., 2003). Similarly, Rogers suggests that the use of champions might
facilitate the dissemination of preventive interventions (Rogers, 2002). To increase a positive
attitude towards implementation, it may thus be useful to also explore the potential of using
peers i to disseminate information about a new intervention for practice nurses, such as the
general practitioners they are working for or the general practice management. Furthermore,
a previous study showed that practice nurses’ satisfaction with their current smoking
cessation activities was negatively associated with their intention to adopt a new smoking
cessation intervention (Leitlein et al., 2011). Conceivably, practice nurses based their attitude
towards implementation of the intervention on their satisfaction with the intervention during
the initial trial period (i.e. the RCT). It would thus be interesting to assess the role satisfaction
plays in determining implementation.
In line with a previous study (Hoving et al., 2007), practice nurses who were more
successful in recruiting patients during the RCT reported a higher intention to implement the
intervention than those who were less successful. Within our RCT, all participating practice
nurses were provided with many recruitment materials, such as desk displays, recruitment
letters, business cards, recruitment texts for their websites and posters to help them to recruit
smoking patients (Smit et al., 2010). Moreover, incentives were sent to practice nurses after
recruiting five and ten patients. Still, however, not all practice nurses were able to recruit
smoking patients to participate in the RCT testing the intervention’s effectiveness. The
positive correlation found between perceived social support from colleagues and recruitment
success suggests that practice nurses who experienced more support from their colleagues
14

were more successful in recruiting smoking patients. However, both intending and nonintending practice nurses scored relatively low on the perceived support from colleagues, i.e.
lower than three on a five-point scale. Here thus seems to be room for improvement. As a
previous study showed that a more active role of general practice staff resulted in a higher
intention to implement a smoking cessation expert system (Hoving et al., 2007), a more active
involvement of the GP or physician assistant with in the recruitment process might be a
strategy to increase recruitment rates and to ultimately increase the intention to implement the
intervention in the general practice. Another possibility for relatively low rates of recruitment
might be that smoking patients were not willing to quit smoking. This possibility warrants
further exploration in future studies.
More perceived patient support also turned out to be associated with a positive
intention to implement, yet only when taking into account innovation characteristics or
attitude. Nevertheless, creating more perceived patient support might be a strategy to boost
practice nurses’ intention to implement. As in the present study both intending and nonintending practice nurses did not experience much support from their patients, there appears
to be room for improvement. One possibility to increase perceived patient support might be to
disseminate testimonials of patients describing their positive experiences with the intervention
among health professionals via regular e-newsletters or a study website. In addition, more
intensive involvement of patient organizations in the development of the intervention and
explicitly showing their involvement to practice nurses (e.g. in promotion materials), may be
another strategy that could further stimulate implementation (Rogers, 2002). This may give
practice nurses the idea that (their) patients approve of the intervention, leading to more
perceived patient support.

Limitations
In the study, some limitations were present. First, the study was of cross-sectional nature.
Therefore, we were unable to draw conclusions about the causality of the associations found.
A related limitation is that the study was relatively underpowered to conduct regression
analyses due to the relatively small sample size. This is demonstrated by several wide
confidence intervals and might have led to the final model over fitting the data. While the
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results presented should thus be interpreted with caution, they can be valuable in guiding
future longitudinal studies with larger samples of practice nurses.
Secondly, the study was conducted amongst Dutch practice nurses who participated
in a trial testing the effectiveness of a new smoking cessation intervention developed in the
Netherlands. As all participating practice nurses had yet agreed to adopt the intervention for
the effectiveness trial period, these practice nurses might have viewed the intervention more
positive than the average Dutch practice nurse would have. In line with a previous study,
however, we would expect the differences between intenders and non-intenders as presented
in this manuscript to be even more profound when all Dutch practice nurses would have
participated (Hoving et al., 2007).
Thirdly, we were unable to study the determinants of actual implementation of the
intervention as it was not yet nationally available. A systematic review by Eccles and
colleagues (2006), however, showed intention to be an important predictor of health
professionals’ clinical behaviour, explaining a similar proportion of the variance in behaviour
found in literature among non-health professionals (Eccles et al., 2006). The intention to
implement can therefore be considered a reliable precursor of actual implementation.
Lastly, self-efficacy was measured with one item only, which is not a reliable measure of the
construct. Within the present study, we aimed to minimize practice nurses’ burden of filling out
the questionnaire, but future studies should aim to assess self-efficacy with at least three
items.

CONCLUSION
The present study is the first that showed that both attitude and innovation characteristics
were important in explaining practice nurses’ intention to implement a new smoking cessation
intervention in the general practice setting. Recruitment success and perceived support from
patients were also both suggested to be significant determinants of the intention to
implement. To increase implementation rates of new smoking cessation interventions, it might
thus not only be important to convince health professionals of the beneficial characteristics of
a new intervention, but also to generate a positive attitude towards the intervention. This
16

process can be enhanced by involving general practitioners and other members of the
general practice’s team in dissemination and recruitment processes, Furthermore, since
perceived patient support is also suggest to be of importance, it is recommended to make this
support salient, for instance by disseminating patients’ positive experiences with the
intervention via testimonials.
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Table 1. Characteristics of intending and non-intending practice nurses (N=56)
χ

.88

p-value

2

.02

.04

T

94.3

4.23

.047

Use of smoking cessation guidelines
% using no guidelines

Perceived patient population

Non-intending

95.2

2.9

6.13

1.0

Intending practice

19.0

5.7

.10

.25

practice nurses

23.8

11.4

2.74

.92

nurses (N=21)

majority of patients young

9.5

80.0

.16

(N=35)

majority of patients smoking

66.7

11.4

Smoking status

majority of patients Dutch

9.5

% non-smokers

majority of patients highly educated

<.00

4.5; 4.6

-3.36

10.4; 7.2

Number of patients recruited

23

Attitude (Mean; S.D.)

a

a

Innovation characteristics (Mean; S.D.)

Self-efficacy (Mean; S.D.)

Social influence
a

a

2.9; .9

4.0; .6

3.5; .3

3.4; .5

2.4; .7

2.6; .7

3.4; 1.0

2.8; .5

2.9; .5

-4.54

-.89

-2.90

-5.63

-4.30

.01

<.00

<.00

<.00

.38

3.2; .6

range from 1-5; significant differences are depicted in bold.

a

Colleagues (Mean; S.D.)

a

Patients (Mean; S.D.)
Note:

24

1.00

1.00

.07

1.00

.21

.00

-.03

.10

-.05

Patients’ education

-.08

-.06

.03

-.09

Recruitment success

-.06

-.28*

-.16

-.04

Attitude

- 25 -

Patients’ age

1.00

Use of existing
guidelines

-.25

-.21

-.04

-.11

-.19

.09

Self-efficacy
-.09

characteristics
-.06

Innovation

colleagues
-.23

.19

-.04

-.09

Social influence –

patients

.07

-.07

-.12

-.01

Social influence -

Table 2. Correlation matrix

Smoking status

Use of existing
guidelines

Patients’ age

Patients’ education

Smoking status

Recruitment
success

Attitude

Innovation
characteristics

Self-efficacy

Social support
– colleagues

*p<,05; **p<.01.

Social support
– patients

Note:

- 26 -

1.00

1.00

.08

1.00

.44**

.25

1.00

.43**

.24

.25

1.00

-.04

.19

-.20

.43**

.17

.20

.49**

.47**

.29*

1.00

I-Change - attitude and innovation

a

I-Change - innovation

characteristics

Upper

16.79

OR

1.05

.33

Lower

-

1.54

861.58

Upper

73.38*

38.37*

1.38**

46.73

OR

.72

2.09

1.23

1.09

.23

Lower

3.90

15.72

2580.61

1196.01

1.75

9610.23

Upper

2

characteristics

Table 3. Results from logistic regression analyses aimed to identify determinants of practice nurses’ (N=56) intention to implement PAS in the future
I-Change - attitude

2

Lower

290.04

1.27*

-

548.44

3.35

.20

583.92

2

OR
.75

1.52

-

3.10

6.83

.89

.52

95% CI

14.79
1.06

212.13

41.20**

.52

1.93

17.39

R =.80

1.27*
1.78

-

1.88

.16

46.81

95% CI

19.43*

-

3.08

.56

1.22

R =.73

Use of guidelines

-

.40

2.41

7.54*

95% CI

Recruitment success

1.11

.29

34.85

R =.69

Attitude

.83

1.12

b

Colleagues

6.26*

a

b

Assessed as ‘Whenever PAS becomes nationally available, would you intend to use it in your general practice?’ (1=definitely yes, probably; 0=

Social support

Self-efficacy

Innovation characteristics

Patients
Note:

definitely no, probably not, maybe); Reference category no use of guidelines; *p<,05; **p<.01.
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